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The following items can be present in PDF forms: The Box Presents one or more options that can be selected or deselected freely. Radio Buttons Presents a group of options from which a respondent can select a single item and one must always be selected. When you add radio buttons, all buttons in a group must receive the same control name. Right-click Radio Button Properties to define control and
group properties. Text Field Allows the respondent to fill in text, such as name, address, date, time, numbers, currency, postcodes. A received form may have a preset format and all responses must comply with the rules for that format. When you create a form, you can set formats and properties: see Create and edit form fields. A special type of text field is the Comb box, where there are spaces marked for
each individual character. Set comb parameters under Text Field Options. The Digital Signature field allows you to add a digital signature to the PDF form to certify that it has not been changed since the signature was applied. Whenever you add a signature to a document, it is placed in this form field type. When you open such a document you are warned that it contains a signature. This button has an
action linked to it, it would be Back Up or Submit. List Box This allows the respondent to choose from a list of data text options. Combo Box This allows the respondent to choose from a list of data text options or type any response. This table shows which form controls are available for different procedures. Icon Control Import an active PDF form Activate a PDF form with Form Typer Form Design Form
Check Box Yes Yes Radio Button YES YES Text Field Yes Yes Yes Signature Field DA -- YES Button DA -- DA List Box DA -- DA Combo Box DA -- DA - Comb Box (a sub-category of Text Field) YES YES See Create and edit form fields on how to place manual controls on a page , define their properties, resize, move, and align controls, and set the tabbing order. Note Do not edit form controls or run Form
Typer on a form with active XFA controls. See also: Form Preferences and Form Controls Panel. To see how form controls are affected when a document is flattened, see Flatten documents. You can use Document Inspection to remove form fields and actions. Page 2 To set your preferences for displaying and filling out forms, select Options &gt; Files &gt; Forms. Automatically calculate the values of the
Allow mathematical operations to be assigned to form fields to be automatically, if they exist in an active PDF file that you open in the program. Focus rectangle displayed Enable this to see which form field the focus currently has while filling the form. Highlight Form Fields Select highlighting preferences for form fields. The following options are available: Use this check box to display or hide the pass text for
an incoming form field. To specify the mouse crossing text for a form field, use the Properties dialog box. The text can be the name of the field or Instructions. Specify a background color for form fields when highlighting is ON. Set a separate field border color for required form fields. AutoComplete Select this to have entries typed during form fill, related to previous entries, so that they are filled in
automatically. This means that frequently used names, addresses, and numbers can be selected, not typed. Turn memory on or off for numeric items. You can edit the memory list. See also filling out forms and about PDF forms. Page 3 PDF forms can be of two types: static and active. Static ones look like forms, but answers can't be entered. Such forms can only be part of a longer PDF document. Active
forms have controls that respondents can set (for example, Yes/No) or choose from a longer set of options or provide text responses. Go to Form Controls to see a list of form items available in the program. Use the Field Highlight tool in Forms &gt; Fields to make it easier to locate all fields on a form. To change the highlight color for common and required form fields, go to Options &gt; Files &gt; Forms. To
fill out an active PDF form Open the form in the program. All of its form controls will be active. Verify that the controls are in order. Post-edit them only if necessary. Select the Hand tool at the top of the Panel bar. Browse the form items by making choices and entering text. Save the completed form, click the Submit button if it exists, or resend the electronic form. Go to Options &gt; Files &gt; Forms to select
items that help fill out forms. Enable automatic calculation of field values so that all calculations already defined in the form are updated in the program. Turn on the autocomplete feature to help you fill in text boxes faster. Turn on the Show focus rectangle so you can always tell what the current control is. For easy navigation, choose to display text with your mouse, a highlight color for regular fields, and a
separate border color for required form fields. To enable and fill out a static form you received Scan or open the form by converting to PDF if necessary. Run the Form Typer to detect form controls and enable them. Post-edit the form, if necessary, move, add, or delete fields. Click the Hand tool, and then fill out the form. To resubmit the completed form, do one of the following: form filled in as a PDF. Print
the form and its contents and send the printed form. Print only the answers on the blank physical form and resend it. Alternatively, you can convert a static PDF to an active Word form by using form mode in PDF Convert – post-editing and form filling in Microsoft Word and send it, electronically or physically. To fill out active XFA Power PDF forms allows you to open PDF forms with XFA components, fill out
such forms, and save them. XFA form controls allow you to securely capture, present, process, output, and print information associated with electronic forms. XFA (XML Forms Architecture) is a set of XML specifications that improve the processing of Web forms by labels, and ensuring that all instances of an XFA form template retain the specification for data capture, rendering, and handling rules from the
original. XFA ensures compatibility with other systems and is resistant to technological change and standards. Notes Do not edit form controls and do not run Form Typer on a form with active XFA controls. Forms completed by this program may be accepted by the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). A choice in the PDF Create printer driver makes it easier to conform with USPTO's PDF
guidelines (For more information visit www.uspto.gov) Highlighted Aug 11, 2015 0 /t5/acrobat-reader/how-do-i-add-a-quot-check-mark-quot/td-p/7432312 Aug 11, 2015 1 /t5/acrobat-reader/how-do-i-add-a-quot-check-mark-quot/m-p/7432313#M12725 Aug 11, 2015 0 /t5/acrobat-reader/how-do-i-add-a-quot-check-mark-quot/m-p/7432314#M12726 Aug 11, 2015 0 /t5/acrobat-reader/how-do-i-add-a-quot-
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In Acrobat DC/Acrobat Reader DC, you no longer see the option to flag a comment with a check mark in the comment note. By default, the check box is hidden. You must enable the check box in your favorites so that it is consistently visible for all comments. To enable preference, do the following: Go to Edit Favorites &gt; (in Windows) or Acrobat Favorites &gt; (in macOS). The Favorites dialog box is
displayed. In the Comment category, select Show check box under Make comments. The check box is now available for all comments. To add a check mark, select the check box next to the comment. To add or remove the check mark, select the comment and press Shift + K. Select a comment from the Comments list. From the options menu, select Add Markup. You can also right-click comments and
select Add Markup. A check mark icon appears in the comment. For more information, see Manage comments
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